362	THE EARTH'S GARMENT OF VEGETATION
A363 shows, in a general way, the actual distribution. Plate II also shows
vegetation, but there the world has been divided into natural regions on
the basis of man's use of the soil and the nature of the climate, as well as
on the basis of vegetation. By comparing the maps with the table we
can see how the distribution of plants is affected not only by the zonal
arrangement of temperature and moisture on the earth's surface, but also
by the relief of the lands, and especially by the presence of moisture.
Far larger areas bear sparsevegetation because of aridity than because of
low temgerature.
(1) Equatorial Rainforest. Close to the equator a simplified globe
would be surrounded by a 'zone of the densest kind of equatorial rain-
forest. It is called the rainforest because dy dry,s.easpns are here sjd^
^short that the grouncF never becomes parched, and most of the year there •
is a sj^erabundanc£^o^mpmure. As the temPe£f^£<^^_alv^ayiJligJ:i5
vegetation can~growm ragidJy at^all times. The trees^rise to_grea± heights
and form" a somber canopy which jhuts_put .the ,.£1 in light. The forest is
mostly" uS^aTiitecl^ an<J tfie few people who dwell in it are mainly un-
civilized savages like those of the Amazon Basin. On the map this kind
of forest does not form a continuous equatorial belt^Jbecause it ^inter-
rupted not only"Ev tKe oceans but also t>y mountains and plateaus. Never-
«-^«v.,., ^»	J   -i—*.—«..."...»....—.	'	""T'w	 -tv--.'	—-
theless it covers vast areas in the Amazon and Congo jBasms^ and in the
East Indies and the Malay Pemnsula^as is evident in Plate II where it
is No. T7""5matter Outlying areas of similar forest are found on the rainy
east coasts of Central America and Brazil, on the west coast of India and
aFthe ba^pjj^e^a^ternjiimala^as. "
*l^T)~Tropical Jungle. Poleward of the tropical regions, approximately
in latitudes 7°_toJ5^, the rainfall on a simplified globe, though still abun-
dantgwould diminish and tlic drvseason become logger than at the
equatorT""ffS5£e~ the' equatorial rainforest would give place to the kind of
forest called, tropigdjungle. Many of the trees in such a forest are of
,larg£ size. More, however, are moderate in height, ancj j^ some of ^
-Si^^lF^J^^	chief characteristic of the
typical jungtclis ttie wayTn which vegetation runs riot. The jjjants crowd
ugon one another so closclyThat a person unsfeiHeynTthe lore of the forest
may loseTTimscif in five minutes. This is the part of the world where it is
easiest for man to get a living, and where most of the world's tropical
g£nS'iib'nst"arc located. Hence, in the cleared portions/ribiepopulatioD^is
ofijirdense^ but the people dqjiot stand jugh.in pYJli^atinn. In A363
the jungle is not separated jfrom the rainforest, for on the varied surface
of our earth tbsut^o are often intermixed. In general, however, the type
here called jungle lies on the margins ofIhe rainforest and in small strips
here and there. It covers what are called the regions of Wet Tropical

